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[57] ABSTRACT
An improved injector for use in introducing fluid sub-
stances into feed lines employed in delivering flowing
bodies of liquids. The injector includes a porous plug,
concentrically related to a feed line, including an inter-
nally tapered surface of a truncated conical configura-
tion having an inlet orifice of a first diameter and a dis-
charge orifice of a second diameter substantially
smaller than the first diameter and an external surface
circumscribed by an annular chamber containing a
body of insulating gas.
1 Claim, 3 Drawing Figures
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BRIEF
 DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAW.NGS
r»i7 iM\/cM-rir»w flG. 1 is a fragmented elevation of a system employ-
OF INVENTION
 i|)g an jnjector embodying the principles of the instant
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 invention.
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- FIG. 2 is a fragmented, sectional view of the system
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National illustrated in FIG. 1.
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a porous plug included
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). within the injector illustrated in FIG. 2.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
, _ , . , . , . , . . EMBODIMENT1 . Field of the Invention
The invention relates to fluid injectors for high- Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference
voltage isolators employed in feed lines conducting an characters designate like or corresponding parts
electrically conductive fluid, and more particularly to 15 throughout the several views, there is shown in FIG. 1
a porous plug configured to efficiently develop an iso- a system employing an injector embodying the princi-
lating bubble in the feed line for electrically isolating Ples of tne instant invention.
selected segments of a flowing body of liquid metal. A similar system is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
2. Description of the Prior Art 3,443,570 issued May 13, 1969 to Harry J. King, et al.
The prior art includes injectors for injecting bubbles 20 As best shown in FIG- 2' the injector includes a po-
of selected fluids into feed lines for electrically isolating rous Plu8 10 coaxially related to an input segment 12
adjacent segments of a flowing body of an electrically of a feed line which is employed in delivering a flowing
conductive material such as a body of liquid metal and body of electrically conductive material, such as a liq-
the like. While the injectors currently employed often „ uid metal including mercury, to the plug 10.
function satisfactorily for their intended purpose, it is 25 The Plu8 l° is fabricated from a porous metal, in-
important to appreciate that where gas is injected into cludin8 Porous tungsten and iron. The plug is machined
a flowing body of electrically conductive fluid for pur- to include an intemal surface 14 of a f™to-conical
poses of isolating the body into electrically insulated configuration having a first or inlet orifice 16 of a given
segments, it is highly desirable to furnish a stable, pre- „ dlameter and a se,cond or discharge onfice 18 of a di-
dictably repetitive flow of the bubbles in order to pre- 3° amet" substantially less than the diameter of the ori-
clude an inadvertent short-circuiting of adjacent seg- J*. "' To the d«s«=harge orifice there .. united a fluid
mentsof thebody. discharge segment of the feed line designated 20,
. .. . . ., . - . which serves to conduct the liquid metal, or similar ma-Accordingly, there currently exists a need for an im- ... , ., . ,„
proved injector for injecting bubbles of gas into liquid
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, . .. . . . • . ,. .t. i * • i »• • The plug 10 preferably is seated in an hermeticallyfeed lines in order to interrupt the electrical continuity
 sea,ed £ha8mberF21 of ar/annular configuration defined
of a flowing body of liquid metal.
 by ^  intemal surfaces of an enclosure
s
wa|| 22> and the
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION external cylindrical surface of the porous plug 10. The
. . . . .. ... . . chamber 21 is supplied with gas delivered under pres-It therefore ,s an object of the instant invention to
 40 sure th h a £Mure line 24 which serves to c<£ ,e
provide an improved injector for use in introducing ^
 chambef 2, wjth a source of desi ted 24
bubbles of gas into feed lines of a type employed in de- pjQ j
livering flowing bodies of electrically conductive liq- Accordingly, it is apparent that the gas delivered
uldSl
 through the pressure line 24 is simultaneously applied,
It is another object to provide a porous plug including 45
 at a common pressuret to the external surfaces of the
an internally tapered surface of a truncated conical
 porous plug 10 The gas thus applied penetrate, the
configuration for enhancing an injection of nonconduc-
 plug diffuses upstream to the largest diameter of the
live gas into a body of conductive liquid as the liquid internal surface of the plug and collects there for form-
is delivered by a feed line.
 ing a bubble of a substantially toroidal configuration.
It is another object to provide an improved injector 50
 Thjs of course, is a known natural phenomenon associ-
including a porous plug configured to be received
 ated with surface energy forces, which are a function
within a feed line and circumscribed .by a pressure
 of tj,e radius of the surface.
chamber of an annular configuration and further in- Qnce a sufficient quantity of gas is accumulated, the
eluding an internal surface of a frusto-conical configu- resulting bubble becomes sufficiently large to progress
ration for enhancing injection of bubbles of gas into the 55 toward the discharge orifice 18 whereupon it looses its
feed line. toroidal configuration, changes to a configuration of
These and other objects and advantages are achieved lower surface energy and passes through the discharge
by the use of a porous plug having an internally tapered orifice 18. The bubble emerges from the orifice 18 as
surface of a truncated conical configuration sur- an elongated rod-shape bubble which serves to segment
rounded by a pressure chamber whereby gases deliv- the body of fluid flowing through the orifice 18 into ad-
ered to the chamber are caused to pass through the jacent segments within the discharge segment 20 of the
plug, diffuse upstream to the largest diameter of the feed line.
conical surface, accumulate in bubbles of an annular In view of the foregoing, it should readily be apparent
configuration, and then progress along the internal sur- ,. that the instant invention is embodied in an improved
face to the discharge or downstream orifice for inter- injector which provides a practical solution to the prob-
rupting the electrical continuity of the flowing body of lem of establishing a stable, predictably repetitive flow
fluid. . of bubbles of nonconductive gas for electrically isolat-
t
\
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ing into adjacent segments a flowing body of electri-
cally conductive fluid.
Although the invention has been herein shown and
described in what is conceived to be the most practical
and preferred embodiment, it is recognized that depar-
tures may be made therefrom within the scope of the
invention, which is not to be limited to the illustrative
details disclosed.
What is claimed is:
1. An improved injector for use in accurately devel-
oping a series of electrically isolating bubbles within
feed lines employed in delivering flowing bodies of
electrically conductive liquids comprising:
A. a metallic plug, pervious to selected electrically
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insulating substances in a gaseous state and iftnper-
vious to selected electrically conductive substances
in a liquid state, said plug being adapted to be co\u-
pled within a feed line for conducting a flowing^
body of said liquid and having an internal surface
of a frusto-conical configuration extending be-
tween a discharge orifice of a first diameter and an
inlet orifice of a second diameter substantially
greater than said first diameter;
B. an hermetically sealed chamber circumscribing
the plug between said orifices; and
C. means for coupling said chamber with a pressur-
ized source of said electrically insulating substance.
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